In this paper, an automatic human face detection approach using colour analysis is applied for content-based image annotation. In the face detection, the probable face region is detected by adaptive boosting algorithm, and then combined with a colour filtering classifier to enhance the accuracy in face detection. The initial experimental benchmark shows the proposed scheme can be efficiently applied for image annotation with higher fidelity.
INTRODUCTION
Content-based image annotation [1] [2] has recently attracted a lot of interest from the research community, mainly due to the development of interactive multimedia technology over internet, wireless multimedia communication, and digital media broadcasting. In content-based image annotation, image analysis is the primary step to extract useful information from image databases. The difficulty in content-based image retrieval is how to summarize the low-level features into high-level or semantic descriptors to facilitate the retrieval procedure. Such a shift toward semantic visual data mining paradigm thus generates an urgent need to bridge the low level features with semantic understanding of the observed visual information.
To solve such a "semantic gap" problem [2] , an efficient way is to develop a number of classifiers to identify the presence of semantic image components that can be connected to semantic descriptors. Among various semantic objects, human face is a very important semantic content [3] , which is usually also the most concerned centric element in many images and photos. As shown in Fig.1 , the presence of faces can usually be correlated to specific scenes with semantic inference according to a given ontology. Therefore, face detection can be an efficient tool to annotate images for semantic descriptors.
Face detection seems extremely easy for the human visual system. However, it is still a complex problem in computer-based systems. The difficulty resides in the fact that faces are non rigid objects. Face appearance may vary between two different persons but also between two photographs of the same person, depending on the light conditions, the emotional state of the subject and pose. Faces also vary apparently with added features, such as glasses, hat, moustache beards and hair style.
Colour based approach has been developed for face detection as an intuitive and efficient approach [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In comparison with geometric feature-based approach, detection algorithms using holistic representations have the advantage of finding small faces, pose-variant faces, or faces in poor-quality images [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . A combination of holistic and feature-based approaches [6] is a promising approach to face detection. However, the colour-based approach face difficulties in robustly detecting skin colours in the presence of complex background and different lighting conditions [8] . Jain [9] proposed a robust face detection algorithm by combining holistic features with geometry features and semantic facial component maps of eyes, mouth using a parametric ellipse. Aachen (RWTH) [10] combines face colour approach with principle component analysis (PCA) [12, 13] to achieve a high reliability in face detection. MIT [11] also exploit colour cues for face recognition while shape cues are degraded. [15] .
In this paper, in order to enhance the confidence in face detection for image annotation, colour-based facial classifier is combined with cascaded Haar classifier to reduce false positive problems. Combined with colour-based parametric ellipse used in [8] , the new scheme also adds detected profile-view faces complementary while AdaBoost misses due to its frontal-view training database.
In following passages, Section II introduces the Ada-Boost Haar classifier, Section III describes the colour-based face classifier and combined approach, Section IV gives the results, and Section V concludes this paper.
ADABOOST HAAR CLASSIFIER
In the machine learning community it is well known that more complex classification functions yield lower training errors yet run the risk of poor generalization. AdaBoost uses a cascaded scheme, as shown in Fig.3 , to overcome this problem and achieve the best of both worlds: high detection rates and extremely fast classification [14] . The final classifier can be expressed as Where, h t is weak Haar classifiers in cascaded scheme, as shown in Fig.3 . In the cascaded classifier, using rectangular Haar features is a commonly adopted strategy for face detection. The wavelet function corresponding to Haar wavelet is:
Haar features can be classified as three types, as shown in Fig. 4 , including center-surround features, edge features, and line features. Integral image technique which yields a fast feature computation is applied to extract Haar-like features for the classifier training.
COLOUR BASED FACE DETECTION

Facial Colour Modelling
In the face detection using colour, the prior probability of a pixel belonging to a face can be estimated by its feature distance to the learned average value, usually described by Gaussian distribution, as,
Λ is the observation, In the case of using skin colour as features of facial points, the RGB properties are usually converted into YCrCb format. Because Y is closely related with surrounding illumination, only Cr and Cb are usually counted as particular features for the evaluation.
In Bayesian description of a real world, the event of a pixel belonging to a face is jointly connected with the probabilistic results of its neighbour pixels, which can be described as, 
ℵ is the collection of neighbourhood pixels, e.g., a region of 3×3 pixels in this paper. With above joint inference, the single isolated face-like points will be precluded from the probabilistic inference. In total, the likelihood of a region k ℜ as a collection of face-like N points can be tentatively given as the total probability,
which is the average probability of all detected points in this region.
Face Region Pre-selection
After a possible face region is detected by its colour features, a further decision diagram can be performed by matching the region to the average facial features, such as shape, lips, ears, nostril region, eyebrow, and eye regions.
In this work, we use the shape as one morphological criterion for further evaluation of the detected skin-similar region. Basically, a face can have a shape of ellipse. While the face region is detected, its contour should be fit into an elliptical shape, with an acceptable axis ratio. The distance between the ellipse and the region shape is computed using the Hausdorff distance measure. In our work, we use a Gaussian model to evaluate the likelihood ρ shape of the obtained Hausdorff distance as an acceptable facial component, rather than simply using a distance threshold to reject the detected regions. If the total likelihood is lower than a user-defined minimum accepted likelihood, the region is rejected. If the region has a face-similar shape, an artificial neural network (ANN) classifier [18] trained by 20 profile-view faces and 20 non-face samples is employed to testify if it is a profile-view face.
Face Detection Fusion Scheme
In a fusion scheme as shown in Fig.5 , it is easy to combine geometric feature based AdaBoost classifier with colour-based facial region likelihood classifier, which are combined at image level, feature level and scoring level separately.
In the fusion scheme, the detected regions in the AdaBoost classifier are re-examined in correspondence to facial likelihood map at image level and feature level. Some face-like regions that are not detected by the AdaBoost classifier are forwarded to an ANN classifier to check if it is a profile face. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm in this paper was implemented by C++ language, and compiled into executable files. The software runs on Windows-XP with Intel 3.00GHz Pentium microprocessor. Fig.7 is the benchmark results.
We use AT & T database to train AdaBoost classifier, and selected 20 profile-view images to train the ANN classifier. Face databases designed for face recognition usually contains greyscale images. In order to facilitate the program benchmark with colour face detection, a set of colour images taken from QMUL database [16] and other colour images downloaded from web internet were used as test bench in this paper.
As shown in Fig.7-a) , after the facial colour filtering, a map of facial colour likelihood is generated, while a number of facelike regions can be easily clustered.
In Fig.7-b) , while the AdaBoost Haar classifier detected two false region due to their similarity in their geometric components, as shown in the left column image, the wrong detection can be corrected by checking their facial likelihood map in these rectangles according to eq.(4). Precluded by their total colour likelihood, the wrong detected regions were then removed from possible face-like candidates, as shown in right column image in Fig.7-b In image annotation, if a classifier detects 75 faces in 100 faces, and detect 30 false positive non-face regions as face in 100 non-face images, its total correct annotation rate is then only 60%, making the classifier as a useless cue for image retrieval because it's almost identical to 50%-50% dicing. Therefore, high accuracy is critically demanded by efficient image annotation.
From the experimental results, it is verified the fusion approach can efficiently improve the face detection rate and reduce the false positive detection rate. The initial experiment shows the above fusion scheme can be useful to supply a reliable face classifier for image annotation.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, a robust face detections scheme combining the cascaded Haar classifier with face colour based classifier is presented in this paper, which successfully enhanced the total performance in face detection and reduced the rate in non-face region false positive detection. The initial experimental benchmark shows the proposed scheme can supply higher classification fidelity for content-based image annotation, which requires accurate relevance feedback in image retrieval.
